Designer Notes
- Print a copy of all templates at 100% for the Cabin Block and Reverse Cabin Block found beginning on page 10. Note and measure the 1" x 1" scale printed on the template pages to ensure the template accuracy. Trace, cut, and label all templates from template plastic.
- There are four different Log Cabin Block constructions.

Cutting Directions
Note: WOF—a widthwise cut from selvage to selvage
Note: Cut and subcut in order as given as several subcuts are from the remains of previously cut strips.
Note: Label all pieces cut from templates to avoid confusing the Cabin Block pieces from the Reverse Cabin Block pieces.

24532 X: Fabric A (birds / field print)
Attic Window Unit
- Cut (1) 18½" x WOF strip. Subcut (1) 18½" square.

24533 B: Fabric B (blue sky / birds print)
Top / Bottom Borders
- Cut (3) 3" x WOF strips. Piece strips together (end to end) with 45° seams and cut (2) 3" x 54½" rectangles.

24533 E: Fabric C (brown sky / birds print)
Backing
- Cut (2) 76" x WOF strips.

24534 A: Fabric D (multi-color trees print)
Top / Bottom Borders
- Cut (3) 3" x WOF strips. Piece strips together (end to end) with 45° seams and cut (2) 3" x 54½" rectangles.

FABRIC REQUIREMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Yardage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24532 X</td>
<td>⅝</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24533 B</td>
<td>¼</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24533 E*</td>
<td>4¼</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24534 A</td>
<td>⅓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24534 E</td>
<td>½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24535 X</td>
<td>⅓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24536 S</td>
<td>⅓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24536 T</td>
<td>⅝</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24537 A**</td>
<td>2⅛</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24537 E</td>
<td>⅝</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24537 X</td>
<td>½</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Quilt batting, 63" x 76"
Template plastic and glue
Basic sewing and pressing supplies
*backing only
**includes binding
24534 E: Fabric E (lt brown trees print)

**Log Cabin Blocks**
- Cut (3) 2” x WOF strips. Subcut (8) 2” x 5” rectangles.
- Subcut (8) 2” x 6½” rectangles.

**Cabin Blocks**
- Cut (4) 2” x WOF strips. From one strip, using Template T6, cut (2) T6 pieces; using Template Tr6, cut (2) Tr6 pieces; using Template T7, cut (2) T7 pieces; using Template Tr7, cut (2) Tr7 pieces; using Template T1, cut (2) T1 pieces; using Template Tr1, cut (2) Tr1 pieces.
- From three remaining strips, subcut (4) 2” x 12½” rectangles, (4) 2” x 9½” rectangles, and (4) 2” squares.

24535 X: Fabric F (barn print)

**Log Cabin Blocks**
- Cut (1) 3½” x WOF strip. Subcut (8) 3½” squares.

24536 S: Fabric G (lt brown feathers print)

**Log Cabin Blocks**
- Cut (4) 2” x WOF strips. Subcut (8) 2” x 8” rectangles.
- Subcut (8) 2” x 9½” rectangles.

24536 T: Fabric H (dk brown feathers print)

**Log Cabin Blocks**
- Cut (6) 2” x WOF strips. Subcut (8) 2” x 11” rectangles. Subcut (8) 2” x 12½” rectangles.

**Attic Window Unit**
- Cut (1) 6⅞” x WOF strip. Subcut (1) 6⅞” square, cutting in half once on the diagonal to yield (2) half-square triangles. From remaining strip, subcut (1) 6⅞” x 18½” rectangle.

24537 A: Fabric I (dk brown fields print)

**Top / Bottom Borders**
- Cut (3) 2½” x WOF strips. Piece strips together (end to end) with 45° seams and cut (2) 2½” x 54½” rectangles.

**Binding**
- Cut (7) 2½” x WOF strips.

**Cabin Blocks**
- Cut (1) 3⅛” x WOF strip. Using Template T8, cut (2) T8 pieces; using Template Tr8, cut (2) Tr8 pieces.
- Cut (1) 1½” x WOF strip. Using Template T3, cut (2) T3 pieces; using Template Tr3, cut (2) Tr3 pieces.
- Cut (1) 2¼” x WOF strip. Referring to T2 Template Cutting Diagram, use Template T2 and noting orientation of the template, cut (4) T2 pieces; use Template Tr2 and noting orientation of the template, cut (4) Tr2 pieces. Reserve remaining fabric.

**Block and Attic Window Sashing**
- **Note:** Cut in order as given. Fabric is directional. Vertical sashing cuts must be parallel with the selvage. Horizontal sashing cuts must be WOF.
- Cut (1) 2½” x WOF strip. Subcut (1) 2½” x 30⅜” rectangle.
- Cut (1) 4½” x WOF strip. Subcut (1) 4½” x 28½” rectangle.
- Cut (1) 28½” x WOF strip. From this strip, cut the following pieces for vertical sashing: (1) 2½” x 28½” rectangle; (1) 4½” x 28½” rectangle (trim to 4½” x 24½”); (3) 2” x 28½” rectangles (subcut six 2” x 12½” rectangles). Reserve remaining fabric.
- From reserved fabric, cut the following pieces for horizontal sashing: (3) 2” x remaining WOF strips (subcut six 2” x 12½” rectangles). Reserve remaining fabric.

**Log Cabin Blocks**
- From the reserved fabric, cut (8) 2” x remaining WOF strips. Subcut (8) 2” x 9½” rectangles. Subcut (8) 2” x 11” rectangles.

24537 E: Fabric J (lt brown fields print)

**Attic Window Unit**
- Cut (1) 6¼” x WOF strip. Subcut (1) 6¼” square, cutting in half once on the diagonal to yield (2) half-square triangles. From remaining strip, subcut (1) 6¼” x 18¼” rectangle.

**Log Cabin Blocks**
- Cut (2) 2” x WOF strips. Subcut (8) 2” x 3½” rectangles. Subcut (8) 2” x 5” rectangles.

**Cabin Blocks**
- Cut (2) 2” x WOF strips. Subcut (4) 2” x 9½” rectangles. Subcut (4) 2” x 2½” rectangles. Subcut (4) 2” x 4” rectangles.
- Cut (1) 2¼” x WOF strip. Referring to T2 Template Cutting Diagram, use Template T2 and noting orientation of the template, cut (4) T2 pieces; use Template Tr2 and noting orientation of the template, cut (4) Tr2 pieces. Reserve remaining fabric.
• From reserved fabric and referring to T4 Template Cutting Diagram, use Template T4 and noting orientation of the template, cut (2) T4 pieces; use Template Tr4 and noting orientation of the template, cut (2) Tr4 pieces.

24537 X: Fabric K (multi-color fields print)

Log Cabin Blocks
• Cut (3) 2" x WOF strips. Subcut (8) 2" x 6½" rectangles. Subcut (8) 2" x 8" rectangles.

Cabin Blocks
• Cut (2) 2" x WOF strips. Subcut (4) 2" x 9½" rectangles. Subcut (4) 2" x 2½" rectangles. Subcut (4) 2" x 4" rectangles.
• Cut (1) 2¼" x WOF strip. Referring to T2 Template Cutting Diagram (page 3), use Template T2 and noting orientation of the template, cut (8) T2 pieces; use Template Tr2 and noting orientation of the template, cut (8) Tr2 pieces.
• Cut (1) 3" x WOF strip. Referring to T5 Template Cutting Diagram, use Template T5 and noting orientation of the template, cut (2) T5 pieces; use Template Tr5 and noting orientation of the template, cut (2) Tr5 pieces.

Quilt Instructions

Attic Window Unit
1. Referring to Diagram 1 and noting orientation and position of the pieces, sew 6½" x 18½" Fabric H (dk brown feathers print) rectangle to the 18½" Fabric A (birds / field print) square for AW1 unit. AW1 unit should measure 18½" x 24½".

2. Referring to Diagram 2 and noting orientation and position of the pieces, sew one 6⅜" Fabric H (dk brown feathers print) HST to one 6⅜" Fabric J (lt brown fields print) HST for one H/J square. H/J square should measure 6½" x 6½". Sew 6½" H/J square to 6½" x 18½" Fabric J (lt brown fields print) rectangle for AW2 unit. AW2 unit should measure 6½" x 24½".

3. Referring to Diagram 3 and noting orientation of the pieces, sew AW1 unit to AW2 unit for Attic Window Unit. Attic Window Unit should measure 24½" square.

4. Referring to Diagram 4, sew the vertical-cut 4½" x 24½" Fabric I (dk brown fields print) rectangle to the left side of the Attic Window Unit. Sew the horizontal-cut 4½" x 28½" Fabric I (dk brown fields print) rectangle to the bottom of the Attic Window Unit. Sew the vertical-cut 2½" x 28½" Fabric I (dk brown fields print) rectangle to the right side of the Attic Window Unit. Sew the horizontal-cut 2½" x 30½" Fabric I (dk brown fields print) rectangle to the top of the Attic Window Unit. Attic Window Unit should measure 30½" x 30½".

5. Referring to Diagram 5 and noting orientation of the center square, sew one 2" x 3½" Fabric J (lt brown fields print) rectangle to the top of one 3½" Fabric F (barn print) square for the block center. Sew one 2" x 5" Fabric J (lt brown fields print) rectangle to the left side of the block center. Sew one 2" x 5" Fabric E (lt brown trees print) rectangle to the bottom of the block center. Sew one 2" x 6½" Fabric E (lt brown trees print) rectangle to the right side of the block center.
Block center should measure 6½" x 6½".

Diagram 5

6. Referring to Diagram 6 and noting orientation of the block center, sew one 2" x 6½" Fabric K (multi-color fields print) rectangle to the top of the block center. Sew one 2" x 8" Fabric K (multi-color fields print) rectangle to the left side of the block center. Sew one 2" x 8" Fabric G (lt brown feathers print) rectangle to the bottom of the block center. Sew one 2" x 9½" Fabric G (lt brown feathers print) rectangle to the right side of the block center. Block center should measure 9½" x 9½".

Diagram 6

7. Referring to Diagram 7 and noting orientation of the block center, sew one 2" x 9½" Fabric I (dk brown fields print) rectangle to the top of the block center. Sew one 2" x 11" Fabric I (dk brown fields print) rectangle to the left side of the block center. Sew one 2" x 11" Fabric H (dk brown feathers print) rectangle to the bottom of the block center. Sew one 2" x 12½" Fabric H (dk brown feathers print) rectangle to the right side of the block center. Block LC-1 should measure 12½" x 12½". Make a total of two Block LC-1.

Diagram 7

Log Cabin Block 2

8. Referring to Diagram 8 and noting orientation of the center square, sew one 2" x 3½" Fabric J (lt brown fields print) rectangle to the left side of one 3½" Fabric F (barn print) square for the block center. Sew one 2" x 5" Fabric J (lt brown fields print) rectangle to the bottom of the block center. Sew one 2" x 5" Fabric E (lt brown trees print) rectangle to the right side of the block center. Sew one 2" x 6½" Fabric E (lt brown trees print) rectangle to the top of the block center. Block center should measure 6½" x 6½".

Diagram 8

9. Referring to Diagram 9 and noting orientation of the block center, sew one 2" x 6½" Fabric K (multi-color fields print) rectangle to the left side of the block center. Sew one 2" x 8" Fabric K (multi-color fields print) rectangle to the bottom of the block center. Sew one 2" x 8" Fabric G (lt brown feathers print) rectangle to the right side of the block center. Sew one 2" x 9½" Fabric G (lt brown feathers print) rectangle to the top of the block center. Block center should measure 9½" x 9½".

Diagram 9

10. Referring to Diagram 10 and noting orientation of the block center, sew one 2" x 9½" Fabric I (dk brown fields print) rectangle to the left side of the block center. Sew one 2" x 11" Fabric I (dk brown fields print) rectangle to the bottom of the block center. Sew one 2" x 11" Fabric H (dk brown feathers print) rectangle to the right side of the block center. Sew one 2" x 12½" Fabric H (dk brown feathers print) rectangle to the top of the block center. Block LC-2 should measure 12½" x 12½". Make a total of two Block LC-2.

Diagram 10

Log Cabin Block 3

11. Referring to Diagram 11 and noting orientation of the center square, sew one 2" x 3½" Fabric J (lt brown fields print) rectangle to the bottom of one 3½" Fabric F (barn print) square for the block center. Sew one 2" x 5" Fabric J (lt brown fields print) rectangle to the right side of the block center. Sew one 2" x 5" Fabric E (lt brown trees print) rectangle to the top of the block center. Block center should measure 5½" x 5½".
12. Referring to Diagram 12 and noting orientation of the block center, sew one 2" x 6½" Fabric K (multi-color fields print) rectangle to the bottom of the block center. Sew one 2" x 8" Fabric K (multi-color fields print) rectangle to the right side of the block center. Sew one 2" x 8" Fabric G (lt brown feathers print) rectangle to the top of the block center. Sew one 2" x 9½" Fabric G (lt brown feathers print) rectangle to the left side of the block center. Block center should measure 9½" x 9½".

Diagram 12

13. Referring to Diagram 13 and noting orientation of the block center, sew one 2" x 9½" Fabric I (dk brown fields print) rectangle to the bottom of the block center. Sew one 2" x 11" Fabric I (dk brown fields print) rectangle to the right side of the block center. Sew one 2" x 11" Fabric H (dk brown feathers print) rectangle to the top of the block center. Sew one 2" x 12½" Fabric H (dk brown feathers print) rectangle to the left side of the block center. Block LC-3 should measure 12½" x 12½". Make a total of two Block LC-3.

Diagram 13

14. Referring to Diagram 14 and noting orientation of the center square, sew one 2" x 3½" Fabric J (lt brown fields print) rectangle to the right side of one 3½" Fabric F (barn print) square for the block center. Sew one 2" x 5" Fabric J (lt brown fields print) rectangle to the top of the block center. Sew one 2" x 5" Fabric E (lt brown trees print) rectangle to the left side of the block center. Sew one 2" x 6½" Fabric E (lt brown trees print) rectangle to the bottom of the block center. Block center should measure 6½" x 6½".

Diagram 14

15. Referring to Diagram 15 and noting orientation of the block center, sew one 2" x 6½" Fabric K (multi-color fields print) rectangle to the right side of the block center. Sew one 2" x 8" Fabric K (multi-color fields print) rectangle to the top of the block center. Sew one 2" x 8" Fabric G (lt brown feathers print) rectangle to the left side of the block center. Sew one 2" x 9½" Fabric G (lt brown feathers print) rectangle to the bottom of the block center. Block center should measure 9½" x 9½".

Diagram 15

16. Referring to Diagram 16 and noting orientation of the block center, sew one 2" x 9½" Fabric I (dk brown fields print) rectangle to the right side of the block center. Sew one 2" x 11" Fabric I (dk brown fields print) rectangle to the top of the block center. Sew one 2" x 11" Fabric H (dk brown feathers print) rectangle to the left side of the block center. Sew one 2" x 12½" Fabric H (dk brown feathers print) rectangle to the bottom of the block center. Block LC-4 should measure 12½" x 12½". Make a total of two Block LC-4.
WILD PHEASANTS – Designed by Shannon Ownby for Quilting Treasures

Diagram 16

Cabin Block

17. **Sky Unit.** Referring to Diagram 17 and noting orientation of the pieces, sew three pieces together in the following order: one 2" x 9½" Fabric E (lt brown trees print) rectangle, one 2" Fabric I (dk brown fields print) square, one 2" Fabric E (lt brown trees print) square. Unit should measure 2" x 12½". Sew one 2" x 12½" Fabric E (lt brown trees print) rectangle to the top of the unit for one Sky Unit. Sky Unit should measure 3½" x 12½".

Diagram 17

18. **House Side Unit Row 1.** Referring to Diagram 18 and noting orientation of the pieces, sew one Fabric E (lt brown trees print) Template T7 triangle to one Fabric I (dk brown fields print) Template T8 roof section. Sew one 2" x 9½" Fabric J (lt brown fields print) rectangle to the bottom of roof section for House Side Unit Row 1. House Side Unit Row 1 should measure 5" x 9½".

Diagram 18

19. **House Side Unit Row 2.** Referring to Diagram 19 and noting orientation of the pieces, sew one 2" x 2½" Fabric K (multi-color fields print) rectangle to one 2" x 2½" Fabric J (lt brown fields print) rectangle for Unit A. Unit A should measure 2½" x 3½". Sew one 2" x 4" Fabric K (multi-color fields print) rectangle to one 2" x 4" Fabric J (lt brown fields print) rectangle for Unit B. Unit B should measure 4" x 3½". Sew one 3½" x 4" Fabric I (dk brown fields print) rectangle between Unit A and Unit B for House Side Unit Row 2. House Side Unit Row 2 should measure 3½" x 9½".

Diagram 19

20. **Assemble House Side Unit.** Referring to Diagram 20 and noting orientation of the pieces, sew three pieces together: House Side Unit Row 1, House Side Unit Row 2, one 2" x 9½" Fabric K (multi-color fields print) rectangle for House Side Unit. House Side Unit should measure 9½" x 9½".

Diagram 20

21. **Front Door Unit Row 1.** Referring to Diagram 21 and noting orientation of the pieces, sew one Fabric K (multi-color fields print) Template T5 piece between one Fabric E (lt brown trees print) Template T6 triangle and one Fabric I (dk brown fields print) Template T7 triangle for Front Door Unit Row 1. Sew one Fabric J (lt brown fields print) Template T4 to the bottom of Front Door Unit Row 1.

Diagram 21

22. **Front Door Unit Row 2.** Referring to Diagram 22 and noting orientation of the pieces, sew one Fabric J (lt brown fields print) Template T2 piece between two Fabric K (multi-color fields print) Template T2 pieces for House Front. Make two House Fronts. Sew one Fabric I (dk brown fields print) Template T3 piece between two House Fronts for Front Door Unit Row 2. The long sides of the Front Door Unit Row 2 should measure 5".

Diagram 22
23. **Assemble Front Door Unit.** Referring to Diagram 23 and noting orientation of the pieces, sew three pieces together: Front Door Unit Row 1, Front Door Unit Row 2, one Fabric E (lt brown trees print) Template T1 triangle for Front Door Unit. Front Door Unit should measure 3½" x 9½".

Diagram 23

24. **Assemble Cabin Block.** Referring to Diagram 24 and noting orientation of the units, sew Front Door Unit to the House Side Unit for House Unit. House Unit should measure 9½" x 12½". Sew Sky Unit to the top of the House Unit for Cabin Block. Cabin Block should measure 12½" x 12½". Make a total of two Cabin Blocks.

Diagram 24

**Reverse Cabin Block**

25. Referring to Diagram 25 for Reverse Cabin Block units and using Template Tr1–Tr8 pieces, while noting placement of the pieces in each unit, repeat steps 17–24 to complete two 12½" x 12½" Reverse Cabin Blocks.

Diagram 25

**Quilt Assembly**

*Note:* Refer to the Quilt Layout Diagram for the following steps.

26. **Top Border.** Noting orientation of the pieces, sew three pieces together in the following order: one 3" x 54½" Fabric D (multi-color trees print) rectangle, one 3" x 54½" Fabric B (blue sky/birds print) rectangle, one 2½" x 54½" Fabric I (dk brown fields print) rectangle for Top Border.

27. **Quilt Center Row 1.** Noting orientation of the pieces, sew seven pieces together in the following order: Cabin Block, one vertical-cut 2½" x 12½" Fabric I (dk brown fields print) rectangle, Block LC-1, one vertical-cut 2½" x 12½" Fabric I (dk brown fields print) rectangle, Block LC-4, one vertical-cut 2½" x 12½" Fabric I (dk brown fields print) rectangle, Reverse Cabin Block for Quilt Center Row 1. Row 1 should measure 12½" x 54½".

28. **Quilt Center Row 2 Left Side.** Noting orientation of the pieces, sew five pieces together in the following order: one horizontal-cut 2½" x 12½" Fabric I (dk brown fields print) rectangle, Block LC-1, one horizontal-cut 2½" x 12½" Fabric I (dk brown fields print) rectangle, Block LC-2, one horizontal-cut 2½" x 12½" Fabric I (dk brown fields print) rectangle for Left Side Unit. Left Side Unit should measure 12½" x 30½".

29. **Quilt Center Row 2 Right Side.** Noting orientation of the pieces, sew five pieces together in the following order: one horizontal-cut 2½" x 12½" Fabric I (dk brown fields print) rectangle, Block LC-4, one horizontal-cut 2½" x 12½" Fabric I (dk brown fields print) rectangle, Block LC-3, one horizontal-cut 2½" x 12½" Fabric I (dk brown fields print) rectangle for Right Side Unit. Right Side Unit should measure 12½" x 30½".

30. **Assemble Quilt Center Row 2.** Noting orientation of the pieces, sew three pieces together in the following order: Left Side Unit, Attic Window Unit, Right Side Unit for Quilt Center Row 2. Row 2 should measure 30½" x 54½".

31. **Quilt Center Row 3.** Noting orientation of the pieces, sew seven pieces together in the following order: Cabin Block, one vertical-cut 2½" x 12½" Fabric I (dk brown fields print) rectangle, Block LC-2, one vertical-cut 2½" x 12½" Fabric I (dk brown fields print) rectangle, Block LC-3, one vertical-cut 2½" x 12½" Fabric I (dk brown fields print) rectangle, Reverse Cabin Block for Quilt Center Row 3. Row 3 should measure 12½" x 54½".
32. **Bottom Border**: Noting orientation of the pieces, sew three pieces together in the following order: one 2½” x 54½” Fabric I (dk brown fields print), one 3” x 54½” Fabric B (blue sky/birds print) rectangle, one 3” x 54½” Fabric D (multi-color trees print) rectangle for Bottom Border.

33. Noting orientation of the sections, sew the five sections together in the following order: Top Border, Quilt Center Row 1, Quilt Center Row 2, Quilt Center Row 3, Bottom Border for Quilt Top. Quilt Top should measure 54½” x 68½”.

**Finishing**

1. If not already prepared, sew the two Fabric C (brown sky/birds print) strips together along the 76” length for the backing. Trim backing to measure approximately 63” x 76”.
2. Lay out the quilt top right side up on the top of the batting and the wrong side of the backing fabric.
3. Baste the layers together and quilt as desired. Trim the backing and batting even with the quilt top.
4. Sew the seven 2½” x WOF Fabric I (dk brown fields print) strips together (end to end) using 45° seams to make a continuous strip. Fold strip in half lengthwise (with wrong sides together) and press. Bind as desired.

*While all possible care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of this pattern, we are not responsible for printing errors or the way in which individual work varies.*